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3. Timeline: 

Genotyping and measurement of thyroid function markers are complete.  Data analysis 

can begin immediately after approval of the manuscript proposal.  

 

4. Rationale:  

Overt and subclinical thyroid disorders are common, with prevalence estimates around 5-

10% for subclinical hypothyroidism in the general US population.
1
 Previous genetic 

studies suggest a genetic component to serum concentration of thyroid hormones, thyroid 

disease and thyroid cancer. The heritability of thyroid hormone concentrations has been 

estimated as 40% to 60%,
2-4

 and that of thyroid volume as between 60 and 80%.
5
 

Previous genome-wide association studies have successfully identified genetic variants 

associated with markers of thyroid function (thyroid stimulating hormone [TSH], free T4 

[FT4], thyroid volume and goiter as well as thyroid cancer.
6-9

 No genome-wide 

association studies for triiodothyronine [T3] and anti-thyroid peroxidase antibodies 

[TPOAb]) have yet been published. 

 As with other genetic studies of complex traits and disorders, currently identified 

genetic variants explain only a small proportion of the estimated heritability of thyroid 

function measures: 6% for TSH and 2% for FT4.
8
 The identification of additional novel 

genes involved in the regulation of thyroid hormone secretion, metabolism, and action 

will be important for our understanding of thyroid physiology. In addition, identification 

of susceptibility genes for autoimmune thyroid disease will enhance our insights into this 

most common etiology of hypothyroidism.  

 As there has not any previous thyroid genetics research been conducted in the ARIC 

Study, this will be a multi-layer project, beginning with analyses of common to low 

frequency variants as available from a 1000 Genomes imputation of the genome-wide 

Affy 6.0 SNP chip data. Subsequently, we will analyze the exome chip and exome and 

whole genome data generated from CHARGE-S for association with thyroid function 

measures in the reference range as well as subclinical and overt thyroid dysfunction. 

Results from the analyses conducted within the ARIC Study will likely be combined with 

other cohorts from either the CHARGE Consortium or additional international partners 

for meta-analysis. 

 

 

5. Main Hypothesis/Study Questions: 

 

The main objectives of the proposed analyses are: 

1. to identify common, low frequency and rare genetic variants that are associated 

with measures of thyroid function (T3, FT4, TSH, TPOAb) among euthyroid 

individuals (TSH in the normal range) 

2. to identify common, low frequency and rare genetic variants that are associated 

with subclinical and overt hypo- and hyperthyroidism, and self-reported goiter 

and thyroid disease 

3. to characterize significantly associated variants (arising within the ARIC Study 

alone or as a result of meta-analyses with other studies) across strata of sex, race, 

BMI, smoking, and thyroid medication intake 



4. to relate significantly associated genetic variants to changes of thyroid function 

markers over time (from V2 to V5) as well as incident subclinical and overt 

thyroid disease once prospective data becomes available 

 

 

6. Design and analysis (study design, inclusion/exclusion, outcome and other 

variables of interest with specific reference to the time of their collection, summary 

of data analysis, and any anticipated methodologic limitations or challenges if 

present). 

 

Study design: 

 

Inclusion and Exclusions: Individuals who did not consent to genetic research will be 

excluded, as will be individuals with missing thyroid function measures or missing 

genotypes. We will further exclude individuals of self-reported race other than black or 

white because of small sample sizes. For analyses to detect genetic loci influencing 

thyroid function measures among euthyroid individuals, individuals with known thyroid 

pathologies or taking thyroid medications will be excluded from analyses, as will be 

individuals with TSH values outside the reference range (<0.4 mIU/L and >4 mIU/L). 

For analyses of subclinical or overt hypo- and hyperthyroidism, these individuals will be 

included.  

 

Outcome variables:  

TSH, T3 and FT4 were measured on a Roche Elecsys 2010 Analyzer using immunoassay 

methods, and TPOAb were measured on a a Roche e411 Analyzer using an immunoassay 

method. Quality control of all four markers at the JHSPH (L. Selvin) is completed. T3, 

FT4, TSH and TPOAb will be analyzed as continuous outcome variables, applying 

transformations if necessary. Subclinical and overt hypo- and hyperthyroidism will be 

defined based on commonly used clinical cutoffs and will be harmonized across studies 

participating in the genetic consortia. Information on self-reported thyroid disease was 

obtained at visit 3, and on self-reported thyroid disease and goiter at visit 4.   

 

Exposure variables: Exposure variables are genetic markers from different sources: 

SNPs from genotyping of a genome-wide SNP chip (Affy 6.0) followed by genotype 

imputation using the latest 1000 Genomes all populations reference panel, variants 

identified from genotyping of a genome-wide exome chip (Illumina exome chip v1.0), 

and variants identified from sequencing of whole exomes or genomes.  

 

Covariables: Age, sex, field center, principle components if necessary. Secondary 

analyses to characterize significantly associated variants will incorporate information on 

body mass index and smoking as well as investigate associations among individuals with 

known thyroid disease, taking thyroid medications, or with TSH values outside the 

reference range for loci detected among euthyroid inviduals.  

 



Summary of Statistical Analyses: Analyses will be carried out separately for 

European ancestry and African American ancestry individuals. Quality-controlled 

genotype datasets will be used. 

 For the association analyses of single common variants (MAF>1%), we will use 

linear (thyroid function measures) or logistic (hypo-/hyperthyroidism) regression for each 

outcome on additive coding of SNP genotype as well as relevant covariates (age, sex, 

study center, principle components if necessary). We will use standard softwares (R, 

snptestv2) and procedures to ensure high quality of results such as correction for potential 

inflation of the results. There is plenty of prior experience with these procedures from 

standard association analyses of genome-wide SNP data. 

  

 The analyses of the exome chip data will be conducted in two steps: in a first step, 

single SNP analyses will be conducted by regressing the outcomes on single genetic 

variants at a time, common or rare. As in GWAS, additive allele coding will be used and 

the same covariates will be included in the model. In a second step, additional analyses 

for rare variants on the exome chip will be conducted. Variants are already provided on 

the forward strand for the ARIC Study as a result of the joint CHARGE calling effort of 

the exome chip data. Variants will be recoded such that the CHARGE-wide minor allele 

is coded. Gene-based aggregate analyses will then be preformed for the four thyroid 

function measures using the skatCohort function of the skatMeta package in R. 

Aggregation of variants into genes will be done in accordance with the centrally 

distributed SNP information file. All variants, including monomorphic ones, will be 

included in the analysis. This way, SNP selection criteria for burden test and SKAT test, 

including MAF threshold and SNP function, can later be decided on at the meta-analysis 

stage. For exploratory analyses within ARIC only, we will test different thresholds such 

as MAF of 0.01 and 0.05. For processing of the data and formatting and exchange of the 

results, we will adhere to established CHARGE standards as detailed in the 

skatMeta_Cookbook.pdf developed by the CHARGE Analysis Committee. 

 

 As known sex-specific differences in thyroid function are known to exist, secondary 

analyses will be conducted stratified by sex for all variants if power calculations 

indicated sufficient power. We will attempt to follow up variants of high interest through 

bioinformatic characterization and initiation of functional collaborations. Variants will be 

prioritized based on their association p-value, their function and predicted effect, their 

presence in public databases, and their genomic localization within functional elements. 

 

 

Limitations/Challenges: No thyroid ultrasound available: it is therefore not possible to 

assess thyroid size and volume as well as echotexture. Goiter and thyroid disease are only 

available from self-report at different visits from the ones when thyroid hormones were 

measured. The number of these endpoints may be too small to allow for analyses, 

especially of rare variants. 
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8.b. If yes, is the author aware that either DNA data distributed by the 

Coordinating Center must be used, or the file ICTDER03 must be used to 

exclude those with value RES_DNA = “No use/storage DNA”?  
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9.The lead author of this manuscript proposal has reviewed the list of existing ARIC 

Study manuscript proposals and has found no overlap between this proposal and 

previously approved manuscript proposals either published or still in active status.  
ARIC Investigators have access to the publications lists under the Study Members Area 
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10. What are the most related manuscript proposals in ARIC (authors are 

encouraged to contact lead authors of these proposals for comments on the new 

proposal or collaboration)? 

None yet, the thyroid function measures have just become available and there are no 

manuscript proposals in this area yet. 

 

11. a. Is this manuscript proposal associated with any ARIC ancillary studies or use 

any ancillary study data? _X__ Yes    ____ No 

 

11.b. If yes, is the proposal  
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